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Continual Learning Problem:   continuously training neural networks for a 
new task without information trained on the previous tasks. The goal is to make 
the network perform well for both tasks. 

Catastrophic Forgetting:  neural networks lose the performance for the 
previous tasks after training the new task.  

Incremental moment matching (IMM): incrementally matching the 
moment of the posterior distribution of the neural network which is trained on 
the previous and the new tasks.  

Introduction 

Geometric illustration of incremental moment matching (IMM). Mean-IMM 
simply averages the parameters of two neural networks, whereas mode-IMM tries 
to find a maximum of the mixture of Gaussian posteriors. 

To make IMM be reasonable, the search space of the loss function between two 
posterior means 𝜇1 and 𝜇2 should be reasonably smooth and convex-like. To find a 
𝜇2 which satisfies this condition of a smooth and convex-like path from 𝜇1, we 
propose applying various transfer techniques for the IMM procedure. 

Experimental Results 

Making Search Spaces Smooth by Transfer Techniques 

Comparison on Disjoint MNIST and Shuffled MNIST Datasets 
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Test Accuracies with Different Balancing Parameters 
Disjoint MNIST 

{0,1,2,3,4}->{5,6,7,8,9} 
Shuffled MNIST 

Pixels are shuffled with  
a fixed, random permutation 

ImageNet2CUB 
General objects (1000 classes)  

-> Bird (200 classes) 

Comparison on Lifelog Dataset 
Egocentric Video recorded from Google Glass, 660,000 instances, 3 participants, 46 days  

Mean-IMM: minimize local KL-divergence 

Mode-IMM: find a mode of mixture of local posteriors 

Weight-transfer L2-transfer Drop-transfer 

Incremental Moment Matching 
Transfer Techniques for IMM Smooth Search Space 

Various  transfer techniques for IMM makes the search  
space in the line/curve smooth (Disjoint MNIST) 

Weight-transfer makes the search space convex-like (CIFAR-10) 
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Contribution 
1. Propose two types of incremental moment matching (IMM) methods for 

overcoming catastrophic forgetting 
- Mean-Incremental Moment Matching (mean-IMM) 
- Mode-Incremental Moment Matching (mode-IMM) 

2. Interpret the IMMs as the Bayesian perspectives 

3. Propose drop-transfer as both a knowledge transfer method for IMM 
and a continual learning method 

4.  Apply various transfer techniques in the IMM procedure to make our 
assumption of Gaussian distribution reasonable 
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Use inverse Fisher matrix as covariance matrix 

Assume local posterior and approximated global posterior is Gaussian 
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